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Summary. How can agents, natural or artificial, learn about the external environ-
ment based only on its internal state (such as the activation patterns in the brain)?
There are two problems involved here: first, forming the internal state based on sen-
sory data to reflect reality, and second, forming thoughts and desires based on these
internal states. (Aristotle termed these passive and active intellect, respectively [1].)
How are these to be accomplished? Chapters in this book consider mechanisms of the
instinct for learning (chapter PERLOVSKY) and reinforcement learning (chapter
IFTEKHARUDDIN; chapter WERBOS), which modify the mind’s representation
for better fitting sensory data. Our approach (as those in chapters FREEMAN and
KOZMA) emphasizes the importance of action in this process. Action plays a key
role in recovering sensory stimulus properties that are represented by the internal
state. Generating the right kind of action is essential to decoding the internal state.
Action that maintains invariance in the internal state are important as it will have
the same property as that of the represented sensory stimulus. However, such an
approach alone does not address how it can be generalized to learn more complex
object concepts. We emphasize that the limitation is due to the reactive nature of
the sensorimotor interaction in the agent: lack of long-term memory prevents learn-
ing beyond the basic stimulus properties such as orientation of the input. Adding
memory can help the learning of complex object concepts, but what kind of mem-
ory should be used and why? The main aim of this chapter is to assess the merit
of memory of action sequence linked with a particular spatiotemporal pattern (skill
memory), as compared to explicit memory of visual form (visual memory), all within
an object recognition domain. Our results indicate that skill memory is (1) better
than visual memory in terms of recognition performance, (2) robust to noise and
variations, and (3) better suited as a flexible internal representation. These results
suggest that the dynamic nature of skill memory, with its involvement in the closure
of the agent-environment loop, provides a strong basis for robust and autonomous
object concept learning.
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1 Introduction

What does the pattern of activity in the brain mean? This is related to the
problem of semantics [2] (also see chapters FREEMAN and KOZMA, this vol-
ume) or symbol grounding [3]. The question, as straight-forward as it seems,
becomes quite complex as soon as we realize that there can be two different
interpretations, as shown in Fig. 1. In (a), the task is to understand what is
the meaning of the internal brain state of someone else’s brain, while in (b),
one wishes to understand, sitting within ones own brain, what the internal
state means. The first task seems feasible, and it reflects how neuroscientists
conduct their research. The second task seems impossible at first (it is reminis-
cent of Plato’s allegory of the cave [4] or Searle’s Chinese room [5]), but since
this is how the brain operates, it should not be a problem at all. What is miss-
ing from this picture? In our previous work, we have argued that action plays
an important role in recovering sensory stimulus properties conveyed only by
the internal state (Fig. 2(a)) [6, 7]. Furthermore, we showed that action that
maintains invariance in the internal state will have the same property as that
of the represented sensory stimulus (Fig. 2(b)). Thus, generating the right
kind of action (the kind that maintains internal state invariance) amounts to
decoding the internal state.
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(a) External Observer (b) Internal Observer

Fig. 1. External vs. Internal Perspective on Understanding Internal Brain
State (a) The diagram for external observer, on the left, demonstrates how the input
I creates a spike pattern s. Since the observer has access to both of these one can
infer what stimulus property is conveyed by s. (b) However, in the internal observer
model, on the right, there is no direct access to the outside environment and as such
one can only monitor ones internal sensory state or spike pattern. (Adapted from
[7].)
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(a) Sensorimotor agent (b) Invariance during gaze

Fig. 2. Understanding Internal State in a Sensorimotor Agent (a) The
visual field I receives stimulus from a small region of the visual environment. This
is fed to the filter bank f that activates the sensor array (of orientation filters). The
agent then performs certain actions a based on the sensory state s, which may in
turn affect the sensory state in the next time step. (b) By moving in the diagonal
direction, the internal state stays invariant over time. The property of the action
(traversing diagonally) exactly matches the stimulus property (diagonal orientation)
signaled by the invariant internal state. (Adapted from [7].)

One limitation of the sensorimotor agent is how the approach can gen-
eralize to learning more complex object concepts, since moment-to-moment
invariance cannot be maintained while traversing the contour of a complex
object. The limitation is due to the reactive nature of the sensorimotor in-
teraction in the agent, i.e., the lack of long-term memory. Memory is needed
for learning beyond the local orientation of the input. We will investigate how
adding memory can help the learning of complex object concepts.

Let us consider what the internal state activation pattern will look like over
time as the sensorimotor agent traverses the contour of a form, an octagon
for example (Fig. 3). As we can see from the activation pattern of the internal
state in (b) and (d), moment-to-moment invariance is maintained only when
a straight stretch of the octagon is being traversed. One observation here is
that if the changing spatiotemporal pattern of the internal state is treated as
a representational unit, then a corresponding complex action sequence main-
taining invariance in this repeating spatiotemporal pattern can be found that
has a property congruent with that of the stimulus object (in this case, an
octagon). Memory plays an important role here, since such an invariance in
the spatiotemporal pattern has to be detected: You need to know your own
action sequence over time, and the corresponding spatiotemporal pattern.

An important issue is to assess the merit of memory of such a action se-
quence linked with a particular spatiotemporal pattern (skill memory or motor
representation; or “fixed action pattern” [8]), as compared to explicit memory
of visual form (visual memory or sensory representation), all within an object
recognition domain. (Note that these concepts are analogous to episodic vs.
procedural memory in psychology research [9].) As we can see from Fig. 3(b)
and (d), the spatiotemporal pattern and its associated action sequence, if
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linearly scaled in time, will exactly match each other. Properties like these
can be beneficial when serving as a representational basis for invariant object
recognition.

In order to assess the relative merit of skill memory, we tested object
recognition performance based on skill memory vs. visual memory, and tested
how easy it is to map from an arbitrary representation to either skill memory
or visual memory representation. Our results indicate that skill memory is (1)
better than visual memory in terms of recognition performance, (2) robust to
noise, and (3) better suited as a flexible internal representation. These results
indicate that the dynamic nature of skill memory, with its involvement in
the closure of the agent-environment loop, provides a strong basis for robust
object concept learning and generalization.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: The following Sec. 2 briefly
reviews related work, and Sec. 3 provides details about input preparation and
training procedure. Sec. 4 presents the main computational experiments and
results, and we finally conclude (Sec. 6) after a brief discussion (Sec. 5).
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Fig. 3. Tracing a Complex Object. The sensorimotor agent’s gaze over time
as it traces an octagon input and its corresponding internal state is shown. (a) The
agent’s gaze is plotted over 250 time steps, where the grayscale indicates the time
step (white is time 0, and black is time 249). (b) The activation state of the four
neurons in the agent is shown over 1200 time steps. As the agent repeatedly directs
its gaze around the octagon, the internal state also shows a repeating pattern, from
0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, back to 0◦, for example (the pattern in the interval [200, 449]).
Note that the trace in (a) corresponds to the interval [0, 249] in (b). (c) and (d) show
the same information as in (a) and (b), but for a smaller input. Note that the period
of the activity is shorter in (d) than in (b), as the length to traverse is shorter in (c)
compared to (a).
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2 Background

The importance of action and interaction in perception has been identified
early on, as documented in the works of Lashley on motor equivalence, the
concept that different effectors can be used to generate the same kinematic
pattern, [10] (also see [11, 12]) and those of Gibson on ecological perception
[13]. The ensuing active vision movement [14, 15, 16] and embodied robotics
[17] continued investigation in this area. In this section, we will review related
works putting an emphasis on the role of action in sensory perception.

As discussed in the introduction, an action-oriented approach may be able
to solve the problem of internal understanding. Even when the stimulus is not
directly accessible, through action and the associated change in the internal
state, key properties of the stimulus can be recovered [6, 7].

Experimental results suggest that action and the motor cortex actually
play an important role in perception [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], providing support
for the above idea. The implication is that sensorimotor coordination may be
a necessity for autonomous learning of sensory properties conveyed through
sensory signals.

There are ongoing research efforts in the theories of the sensorimotor loop
[23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28], developmental robotics [29, 30, 31, 32], bootstrap
learning [33, 34], natural semantics [35], dynamical systems approach to cog-
nition [36, 37, 38], embodied cognition [39], imitation in autonomous agents
[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47], etc. that touch upon the issue of sensorimotor
relationship. More recent works have specifically looked at the role of action in
perception and perceptual organization [48, 49], information flow [50], and the
role of internal models in action selection and behavior [51]. However, these
approaches have not focused on the question of how the brain can understand
itself. (The works by Freeman [52, 2] and Ziemke and Sharkey [53] provide
some insights on this issue.)

3 Methods

3.1 Input preparation

The input to the neural network was prepared by randomly generating the
action sequence and the 2D array representation for three different shapes
(circles, triangles, and squares). Each of the representations was defined to
have the same input dimension.

Shape generation

The generation of the three types of shape was done by following a simple
algorithm. These algorithms were constructed using a LOGO-like language
[54]. In this language instructions for navigating a space is provided by a
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fixed range of actions, i.e., ’turn left’, ’move forward’, and so on that are then
plotted. This language construct was adapted for the formation of the shape
generation algorithms in the following manner. Initially a starting point was
chosen for each of the figures. Then a series of steps were produced to allow
for a full rendition of the entire shape. The algorithm was parameterized so
as to produce images that were scaled and translated. As different coordi-
nates were traversed the corresponding 2D array points were marked. The
benefit of the LOGO-like algorithm was that it allowed for the easy capture
of the action sequence for the particular shape. This was the case because
the actions produced to traverse the object could be captured as the direct
representative action sequence for a figure. Since each of the algorithms was
parameterized, a sequence of random values for scaling and translating the
images were provided.

Visual memory – 2D array

Fig. 4. The visual representation of circles. This sequence of figures illustrates
the range of variations that are performed on the circle shape in the visual memory
(2D array) representation.

Visual memory representation is a direct copy of the sensory data. As a
result, when the 2D array representation for the figure is visualized it appears
like the figure itself. All the shapes for the 2D arrays were generated using the
algorithm described above. The output was a two dimensional array with the
pixels constituting the contour of the figure set to one and the background
to zero. On this a Gaussian filter was applied. This caused the values in the
array to have more continuous values. The primary reason for this last step
was to have a more fair comparison between 2D array and action sequence.
The normalized range of values was between 0 and 1 and the resultant size
of the array was 30 × 30. Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 provide examples of the
different shapes in the 2D array representation.
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Fig. 5. The visual representation of triangles. This sequence of figures illus-
trates the range of variations that are performed on the triangle shape in the visual
memory (2D array) representation.

Fig. 6. The visual representation of squares. This sequence of figures illustrates
the range of variations that are performed on the square shape in the visual memory
(2D array) representation.

Skill memory – action sequence

Skill memory representation, action sequence, involves the retention of ac-
tions that an agent may have performed while navigating the environment.
As explained earlier the action sequence was generated by utilizing an algo-
rithm based on the LOGO language. The produced output action sequence
had four actions; motion north, motion south, motion east, and motion west.
This was represented by values 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. The values were
subsequently normalized to lie between the range 0 to 1. Before normalization
the action vectors were smoothed. Smoothing was accomplished by taking an
average of values representing the neighboring action vectors, as specified by
the size of the smoothing window. This resulted in a less discrete change of ac-
tion vectors. This difference is illustrated in Fig. 7. In (a) the action sequence
is not smoothed and the sequence of actions constructed has stairstep-like
variations. However, in (b) the actions get averaged to form a new action that
is formed by averaging the neighboring action vectors. Fig. 7 shows the action
vectors at the coordinates where these actions were performed. Figs. 8–9 show
the same smoothing effect but for triangles and squares.
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Fig. 7. The action sequence for a circle shape. (a) This plot demonstrates
a linear ordering of the action sequence for a circle shape before any smoothing
is applied. Note in this figure the discrete change in action vectors. (b) This plot
demonstrates a linear ordering of the action sequence for a circle shape after smooth-
ing is applied. Here the action vectors have been smoothed to display a continuous
variation in actions. (c) This plot demonstrates a 2 dimensional view of the action
sequence for a circle shape before any smoothing is applied. Note in this figure
the discrete change in action vectors in the stairstep-like formation. (d) This plot
demonstrates a 2 dimensional view of the action sequence for a circle shape after
smoothing is applied. The smoothed action vectors show a more intuitive sequence
of actions.

Another issue with the action sequence was that its length (number of
individual action steps in the sequence) was not fixed, unlike the visual rep-
resentation where it was fixed to 30 × 30 = 900. This meant that resizing of
the action sequence had to be done to match the input dimension (30 × 30
= 900). A very simplistic algorithm was devised to resize or stretch the ac-
tion sequence. The end result was that each action sequence size was of 900
dimensions.
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Fig. 8. The action sequence for a triangle shape. These plots demonstrate
the same effect of smoothing as mentioned in Fig. 7, except that they show the case
of a triangle.

3.2 Object Recognition and Representation Mapping

The experiments were formulated by creating one thousand randomly scaled
and randomly translated figures for each shape category (triangle, circle, and
square) with their corresponding action sequence and 2D array representa-
tions. The patterns generated for the action sequence and 2D array represen-
tations were stored in their respective data sets. A portion of this data set (75
%) was used for training a neural network and the rest was used for testing (25
%). Using the testing data set, the performance of each of the representations
was recorded. A detailed explanation is given in the following sections.

There were a total of ten runs for each experiment. For each of these trials
the training set and the test set were chosen at random from the data set
for each class (circle, square, and triangle). This was composed of a thousand
points for action sequence and 2D array for each of the three figures, resulting
in action sequence and 2D array data set of three thousand each. For each
run, at random, 75% of the data set was chosen as training data and the
rest was used as the test data. The training set was provided to the neural
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Fig. 9. The action sequence for a square shape. These plots demonstrate the
same effect of smoothing as mentioned in Fig. 7, except that they show the case of
a square.

network, and trained using backpropagation [55, 56, 57]. The neural network
had 900 input neurons, 10 hidden neurons in the single hidden layer and 3
output neurons corresponding to the 3 shape classes. For the representation
mapping experiment, the target vectors were modified to be the actual visual
and skill memory representations. In this case the number of output neurons
was increased to 900.

Average classification rate on the test set was a measure that was used to
gauge the relative performance for both visual and skill memory. The classi-
fication rate for each trial recorded the average number of times the actual
output deviated from the target vector of the three output neurons. A thresh-
old of 0.5 was set so that if the deviation of the output neuron activation
was within this value then the particular input was claimed to be properly
classified. The average classification rate was then acquired by running the
experiments ten times and taking the mean and standard deviation of the
values. Student’s t-test was used to measure the significance of the differences
[58].
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Another measure is the mean squared error (MSE). This value represents
the average of all the squared deviations of the output values from the exact
target values. MSE gives a general idea of how well the mapping was learned
in case hard classification is not possible.

4 Computational Experiments and Results

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of each of the memory representations
there needs to be a comprehensive evaluation of each of the memory systems
with respect to the performance measures specified in the previous section.
These performance measures were used to primarily demonstrate the relative
difference between the two memory systems rather than provide a mechanism
for absolute comparison with a general pattern recognition approach that may
seek to maximize the performance.

4.1 Visual memory vs. skill memory in recognition tasks

The overall speed of learning, measured using MSE, is illustrated in Fig. 10.
MSE values for each of the curves were calculated by taking an average of ten
trials for each of the two memory representations. The neural network was
allowed to train for one thousand epochs. As can be seen from Fig. 10, the
error rate for skill memory is consistently lower than that of visual memory.
Also after about 200 epochs the MSE comes close to zero for skill memory
while visual memory can only reach an MSE value of about 0.1 after the full
period of one thousand epochs. The results clearly demonstrate that the neural
network can more easily learn the various action sequences in skill memory.

The differences between skill memory and visual memory are further em-
phasized in Fig. 11. Here the average classification rate on the test sets is
shown using the bar chart with the error bars representing the 95 % confi-
dence intervals. The average classification rate for visual memory was 0.28
while for skill memory it was almost four times higher, close to 0.97. The dif-
ference was significant under t-test (p = 0, n = 10). In sum, the action-based
skill memory was significantly easier to learn than the bitmap-based visual
memory, both in terms of speed and accuracy.

4.2 Skill memory with variations

The performance of skill memory was measured under variations in the for-
mation of the action sequence. These variations included (1) changes in the
smoothing window size, (2) variations to the number of starting points in
object traversal for a particular action sequence, and (3) noise in action se-
quence.
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Fig. 10. Learning curve for visual and skill memory. This plot shows the
average learning curve for both skill and visual memory (10 trials each). From this
plot we can see that skill memory is learned faster and more accurately. On the
other hand visual memory still has a higher MSE even after 1,000 epochs.
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Fig. 11. The average classification rate of visual and skill memory. This bar
chart shows the average classification rate of skill and visual memory on the test set
(± 95 % confidence interval). Skill memory has a smaller variance and higher average
classification rate representing a more consistently good performance as opposed to
visual memory.
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Smoothing window size

Smoothing was applied to all the action sequence that was generated. The
effect of this has already been illustrated in the previous section. The aver-
age classification rate increases slightly with an increase in the window size.
However, a further increase in widow size causes the average classification
rate to decrease slightly. As a result the default smoothing window size was
chosen to be three. Fig. 12 shows how smoothing affects the average classifi-
cation rate for skill memory. These values were averages taken by performing
ten trials. Difference between window size 3 and size 0 was significant (t-test,
p < 0.0002, n = 10), but the difference between window size 6 and 3 was not
(t-test, p > 0.35, n = 10).
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Fig. 12. The effect of smoothing on the classification rates for skill mem-
ory. This bar chart shows the effect of varying window size on the average classifi-
cation rate (± 95 % confidence interval). Window size 3 yielded the most optimal
performance with the lowest variation.

Random starting points

Another variation was to test how the classification rate was impacted by
different starting points on the input object chosen for the action sequence
generation. This was implemented by varying the number of starting locations
for each action sequence. Having different starting points is an important
variation because the way the memory representation system was originally
setup, all the action sequences were generated by having the trajectory start
at the same relative location on the shape and as a consequence the action
sequence generated would not have much variation. Fig. 13 shows a 2D view
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Fig. 13. The 2D view of the action sequence for a square with smoothing.
The two arrows point to the two different locations where the action sequences may
have started.
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Fig. 14. The linear ordering of the action sequence for a square with
differing starting points. The plot in (a) shows how the action sequence will
appear if the action sequence generation started from the original starting point.
The plot in (b) shows how the action sequence will appear if the action sequence
generation started from the new starting point (shown in Fig. 13). The dashed
arrow in (b) points to the original starting location. The only difference with the
original version is that the action sequence is shifted, but that is enough to affect
the classification accuracy.
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of the action sequence for a square and possible positions where the action
sequence sequence may start. Fig. 14 shows the corresponding 1D view.

The overall effect of adding different starting points was that the average
classification rate decreased with increasing number of alternative starting
points (shown in Fig. 15). However, even with a high variation in the pos-
sible starting points the average classification rate for skill memory was still
higher than visual memory. These values were averages taken by performing
ten trials with varying training and test data and a constant smoothing win-
dow size of three. Differences between the visual against all the skill memory
trials were significant under t-test (p < 0.00015, n = 10). In sum, skill mem-
ory was significantly easier to learn than visual memory, even when the task
was made harder for skill memory. Note that the performance would suffer
greatly if action sequence generation can start from an arbitrary point on the
shape. However, humans typically start their trajectories from a stereotypical
position, so the starting point may not be too arbitrary in practice. Here, the
purpose was mainly to show how skill-based memory performs under typical
conditions.
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Fig. 15. Effect of increasing the number of alternative starting points in
skill memory on the classification rate. This bar chart shows the change in the
average classification rate as the number of trajectory starting points is increased
(± 95 % confidence interval). As the number of random starting points is increased,
the average classification rate steadily drops, but in all cases skill memory performs
better than visual memory.
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Motor noise

In humans, tracing the contour of a form usually results in small variations in
the traced trajectory. The last variation we tried was the introduction of noise
in the action sequence. This means that a random error at some point in time
during the creation of the action sequence occurred causing the trajectory
to deviate from its normal course. The action sequences were generated as
before, however, at random an angle between 0 and 360 was added based on
the magnitude of the noise factor. An example of noise in the action sequence
is shown in Fig. 16. In this figure a noise factor of 0.1 was used.
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(a) Action sequence (b) Action sequence plotted in 2D

Fig. 16. The action sequence with noise for a circle shape. The plot shows a
1D and a 2D view of the action sequence for a circle after the application of random
noise (noise factor 0.1) and after smoothing.

The noise factor is the probability that affects the magnitude by which an
action vector’s angle in space may be affected. Hence, a larger noise factor will
mean a larger deformation of the shape that a particular action sequence may
trace. Fig. 17 shows how the classification rate decreases with the increase
in noise. However, even at higher noise levels, skill memory is still able to
outperform visual memory. Differences between visual against all skill memory
trials were significant under t-test (p < 0.002, n = 10). This demonstrates that
skill-based memory is resilient to noise in motor sequence. The reason for the
robustness is due to the fact that despite the noise, the components of skill
memory (action vectors) do not change in number or position. Only their
orientations change. In visual memory on the other hand, noise may increase
or decrease the number and change the position of active pixels.

4.3 Representation mapping: Action as an intermediate
representation

In order to test the hypothesis that action sequence (skill memory) may serve
as a good intermediate representation of sensory information, the following
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Fig. 17. The effect of motor noise on classification rate. This bar chart shows
the effect of increasing noise on the average classification rate of skill memory (±
95 % confidence interval). Visual memory is shown here as a baseline. The effect of
noise can be observed clearly from this bar chart. However, notice that skill memory
is quite resilient to noise and outperforms visual memory at noise factor of 0.5.

test was devised. The different mappings were; action to action, visual to
action, action to visual, and visual to visual representation. If the learning
for visual to action is easier with respect to sensory to sensory mapping (e.g.
visual to visual), then that would indicate that in fact sensory information can
be easily represented in terms of action. This idea coupled with the primary
view that action-based memory may perform better at object recognition tasks
further supports the idea that skill memory is a more ideal form of memory.
The reason for this is that if the sensory to action mapping was very difficult
then the performance advantage that skill memory holds may become less
pronounced and there by limit the applicability of action-based memory.

To verify this tests involving the different mappings were conducted. This
test was carried out on a neural network with 900 inputs and 900 outputs,
corresponding to the 900 dimensional input for each representation. Fig. 18
shows the results of the experiment. The figure shows that the learning curve
for visual to action mapping is as low as action to action mapping (p = 0.37,
n = 10). The figure also shows that the action to visual memory is slightly
easier to learn than visual to visual mapping (however, t-test showed that p
= 0.82, n = 10, indicating that the difference was not significant). All other
differences were significant under t-test (p < 0.026, n = 10). This bolsters
our idea that action may be a good intermediate representation for sensory
data. This support makes action-based memory more appealing. As we will
discuss in detail in section 5.1, the demonstrated superiority of action-based
memory is independent of the particular neural network learning algorithm
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used. So, we expect the use of any standard supervised learning algorithm to
give similar results as reported above. Furthermore, psychological experiments
can be conducted to test our main claim, that action-based representation
help improve object recognition performance. See section 5.2 for an expanded
discussion on this matter.
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Fig. 18. The learning curve for the different mappings. This plot shows the
learning curve for each representation mapping. From the learning curves we can
infer how well each mapping performs with respect to other mappings. As expected
mapping to action representation (skill memory) is easier to learn.

5 Discussion

Analysis of the results in the previous section indicates that skill-based mem-
ory representation performs better than visual memory in recognition tasks.
It has been additionally demonstrated that even under quite severe varia-
tions skill-based memory is able to yield results which indicates its merits.
It has been further demonstrated that action may serve as a good interme-
diate representation for sensory information. In the following, we will discuss
why we believe these results may hold independent of the particular learning
algorithm used (section 5.1) and how our general claims can be verified in
psychological experiments (section 5.2). We will also discuss the relation of
our work to human memory research, and provide some future directions.
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5.1 Properties of action sequence

The primary reason why skill memory yields such impressive results is be-
cause of its ability to capture the core discriminating property of the respec-
tive shapes. This is the case because aspects such as size and location of the
figure do not cause variations in the resized action sequence. Hence the ac-
tion sequence for different-sized shapes was similar in the end. This makes it
easy for the neural network to learn the skill-based representation. Variations
introduced to the action sequence to compensate for the apparent advantage,
i.e., using noise and random start methods did not affect the results. However,
even large variations did not cause visual memory to outperform skill-based
memory.

The properties of the action sequence and the 2D array representations can
be further analyzed as in Fig. 19. In this figure, the Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) plots along two principal component axes are shown for the
data points in the action sequence and the visual representations. Fig. 19(b)
shows that the PCA plot of skill-based representation has three distinct clus-
ters for the three classes of input shapes. On the other hand, the PCA plot for
visual memory (Fig. 19(a)) has all the data points almost uniformly scattered
and overlapping, indicating that making proper class distinctions may be dif-
ficult. Such an analysis provides some insights on why skill memory performs
better than visual memory in object recognition tasks.

Fig. 20 shows that with the introduction of noise the class boundaries
become less pronounced for skill memory. With low noise the three distinct
clusters for the corresponding classes are maintained. As the noise factor is
increased the clusters become less compact and it becomes slightly harder
to determine the class boundaries. However, even with high noise the class
boundaries can still be determined more or less. These plots help us under-
stand why the neural network was marginally less able to properly recognize
skill-based representations when the noise was high.

With the introduction of varying starting points many more clusters ap-
pear in the PCA plot, as illustrated in Fig. 21. However, it is interesting to note
that the local clusters are more compact as opposed to the broader clusters
that emerge with the addition of noise in Fig. 20. That is, data points from the
same class are scattered around but they locally form tight non-overlapping
clusters.

5.2 Related psychological experiments

One of the main assumptions of this research is that action can be represented
along a time series that are scaled to be of the same length. However, one may
question the validity of creating an action sequence and scaling such an action
sequence. This also leads one to question, at what intervals are the actions
stored and should this interval be long or short. All of these questions can
be answered by the recent experiments performed by Conditt et al. [59]. The
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(a) PCA plot for visual memory
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(b) PCA plot for skill memory

Fig. 19. The plot of PCA projection for visual and skill memory. (a)
PCA projection for 2D array representation (visual memory) of the input data
along the first two principal axes is shown. (b) PCA projection for action sequence
representation (skill memory) of the input data along the first two principal axes is
shown. Skill memory shows a much more separable clustering than visual memory.

result of their experiment suggests that when humans are asked to perform
a series of actions, the actions tend to be represented as time invariant. This
means that humans do not store the actions parameterized by absolute time.
More precisely, humans do not have a timing mechanism that stores the ex-
act duration between actions. This form of representation allows humans to
counteract disturbances in the environment. A disturbance can result in the
delay in the completion of an action for a given sequence. However, most hu-
mans are able to go along and complete the rest of action. Such experimental
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(a) PCA plot for skill memory with low noise
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(b) PCA plot for skill memory with high noise

Fig. 20. The projection on the two principal axes for skill memory with
varying noise factor. (a) PCA projection for skill memory with a lower noise
factor of 0.1 along the first two principal axes is shown. (b) PCA projection for skill
memory with a high noise factor of 0.5 along the first two principal axes is shown.
Even at high noise, the clusters are still quite separable.

evidence allows us to be more confident about representing action sequence
in the way we did in this chapter.

The action sequences produced in these experiments seem to be the same
for each shape, thus making the job of learning trivial and therefore it appears
that skill memory had an unfair advantage. Rather than this be a criticism
against the validity of the research, it points out the fact that action sequence
is not affected by size and translation of object. The similarity in action se-
quences further point out the core thesis of this chapter, that action sequence
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(a) PCA plot for skill memory with few starting points
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(b) PCA plot for skill memory with many starting points

Fig. 21. The projection on the two principal axes for skill memory with
varying number of random starting points. (a) PCA projection for skill mem-
ory with two random starting points for action sequence generation along the first
two principal axes is shown. (b) PCA projection for skill memory with four random
starting points for action sequence generation along the first two principal axes is
shown. With an increase in the number of starting points, the number of subclusters
for each category increases, but there is minimal overlap across categories (at least
locally).
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as represented in skill memory may be an inherently superior representation
scheme than the raw sensory information as in visual memory, because of its
ability to capture properties of the object when time can be scaled with ease.

Finally, we can devise psychological experiments to test whether action-
based skill memory can improve object recognition performance. One way to
test the influence of the motor system in recognition is to immobilize the motor
system during recognition tasks, or to dynamically eliminate motor-induced
refreshing of sensory input (e.g., using eye-tracking devices). We predict that
with the motor system temporarily turned off, object recognition performance
will degrade significantly. There exists indirect evidence that the motor system
plays an important role in perceptual tasks. Hecht et al. showed that pure mo-
tor learning enhanced perceptual performance, through an action-perception
transfer [18]. Naito et al., on the other hand, showed that the primary motor
cortex is involved in somatic perception of limb movement [19]. These results
suggest an intimate role for the motor system in perceptual tasks.

5.3 Relation to memory in humans

The two memories, visual and skill, are analogous in many ways to the types
of memory employed by natural agents. Natural agents have episodic and
procedural memory [9]. Episodic memory is fact-based where certain infor-
mation about events is stored. It is currently believed that these events are
temporarily stored in the hippocampus [60] [61]. This may have similarities
to visual memory described above. On the other hand, skill memory can be
thought of as being similar to procedural memory. Procedural memory deals
with the ability to recall sequential steps required for a particular task that
an agent may perform [62]. It may be interesting to investigate if the main
results derived in this chapter applies to the understanding of human memory
and recognition.

Note, however, that the results presented here are insufficient to explain
how the human memory actually works. Rather, what is presented here only
suggests that skill-based memory may have theoretical virtue regarding per-
ceptual understanding, as compared to visual memory.

5.4 Future work

The future expansion of this research topic involves the actual implementation
of the skill-based memory system in an autonomous agent, as well as psycho-
logical experiments to systematically test the merits of skill-based memory.
Other variations to the action sequence format can be studied such as methods
that retain only the changes in the sequence of actions, i.e. only when there is
a certain change in action, rather than retaining the total sequence. The resul-
tant action sequence for shapes like square will have only four points, since in
the traversal of a square the action vectors will need to be only changed four
times. Another possibility is to use the relative difference between successive
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action directions, which will give rotation invariance as well as the other two
invariances (translation and scale) already achieved by our approach.

5.5 Contributions

The primary contribution of this research is the demonstration that skill-based
memory has beneficial properties that can aid in perceptual understanding.
These properties are in line with other research that suggested that action
is a fundamental component for learning simple properties. However, in this
chapter we were able to demonstrate that action plays an important role in
learning complex objects when the system was allowed to have memory. This
research clearly demonstrates how action can be incorporated into a powerful
autonomous learning system. Another important observation is that when
things are represented dynamically, then certain invariant properties can be
naturally stored, i.e., simply changing the time scale of action generation is
sufficient.

6 Conclusion

The study of memory systems, arose from the desire to develop a memory
system that would allow autonomous agents to learn about complex object
properties. The most basic memory system that an agent can have is the direct
(raw) storage of the sensory data (such as visual memory). Another system
is skill-based memory, which primarily involves the retaining of action se-
quences performed during a task. Skill memory was anticipated to be a better
representation because of the crucial role action played in simple perceptual
understanding [6, 7]. To test this hypothesis, we compared the two mem-
ory representations in object recognition tasks. The two primary performance
measures, average classification rate and MSE, revealed the superior proper-
ties of skill memory in recognizing objects. Additionally, a related experiment
demonstrated convincingly that action can serve as a good intermediate rep-
resentation for sensory data. This result provides support for the idea that
various sensory modalities may be represented in terms of action (cf. [63, 26]).

Based on the above results, we conclude that the importance of action
in simple perceptual understanding of objects can successfully be extended
to that of more complex objects when some form of memory capability is
included. In the future, the understanding we gained here is expected to help
us build memory systems that are based on the dynamics of action that enable
intrinsic perceptual understanding.
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